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Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz 3 hours ago
Please forgive the soon to be flurry of tweets @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW twitter chat starts in 10 minutes!
https://t.co/gHZ40FnU22

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 3 hours ago
Getting ready for macrosw!

Karen 🌿 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
#MacroSW starts in less than 10 minutes!!

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
#MacroSW chat on coalition building starts in 5 minutes

bbradt @brooke72562781 2 hours ago
Hi everyone! This is Brooke, MSW student from UB! #MacroSW

Matthew L. Schwartz, MBA, LMSW ⚽ @TheMattSchwartz 2 hours ago
#AndMigraineHits #SorryFam See y’all next week
#TimeForMedsAndSleeps #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303 2 hours ago
Hi all. I am an MSW student at the University at Buffalo. macrosw
2-minute warning. Get ready to chat. #MacroSW

Hell my name is Jesse, a first year student at CSUDH. Glad to be part if another macro chat #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501 #CSUDHmse501

Welcome. Our topic tonight is Social Action: Coalition Building. #MacroSW

Hi all! I am an MSW student at the UB School of Social Work and I am looking forward to tonight's discussion! #MacroSW

My name is Angelica. I'm a MSW student at CSUDH and I'm excited for my second twitter chat #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Hi! MSW Student here from University at Buffalo! #macrosw

Before we jump in let's take 5 min. For roll call. Please introduce yourself. #MacroSW

Excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat tonight on Building #Coalition with @poliSW https://t.co/liuEltRphO https://t.co/wDGmXx7ZVY
mswstudentean @mswstudentean
RT @acosaorg: Join tonight’s 9pm EST #MacroSW discussion on coalition building with @poliSW https://t.co/f1trjSIJhh

2 hours ago

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
Don Rorhman MSW Student Millersville University #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavare1
Hey evryone. Andrew Ciavarella here excited to chat #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

2 hours ago

mswstudentean @mswstudentean
Hi, I am an MSW at UB, excited to participate in tonight’s #macrosw

2 hours ago

Kay @KKoleeee
Hi guys I’m Kole. A MSW student from UB! #macrosw

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

2 hours ago

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@poliSW Erika from MU looking forward to the discussion tonight. #macrosw

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat tonight on Building #Coalition with @poliSW https://t.co/luEltRphO https...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
I'm a founding chat partner. I'm also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I'm currently in my 2nd term as one of @acosaorg North East Reps. #MacroSW

Matt Dugan @Dugan1125
Hello, I'm a MSW student at West Chester University in PA #macrosw

Laura WS @LShucard
@poliSW my name is Laura and I am a MSW student at the University at Buffalo #MacroSW

reenehen @reenehen1
@poliSW #MacroSw my name is Renee and I’m a student social worker from University at Buffalo.

ITTIC @UBittic
Hello everyone. This is Vanessa Krnjaich MSW Intern with UB representing ITTIC tonight. Thank you @poliSW for hosting this evening!#macrosw

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
Hi everyone my name is Sedaya and I’m a UB MSW student. #MacroSW #GoBulls

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hi, Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - happy to be here! #MacroSW https://t.co/h023iY0XrV

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
@poliSW Hello! I am a MSW at @UBSSW! #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Welcome. Our topic tonight is Social Action: Coalition Building. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
Hello everyone, my name is Elizabeth Cho and I am excited for this chat! ##CSUDHmsw501 #macrossw

2 hours ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Before we jump in let's take 5 min. For roll call. Please introduce yourself. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

2 hours ago

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I’m a founding chat partner. I’m also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I’m currently in my 2nd term as one of @ac...

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Welcome. Our topic tonight is Social Action: Coalition Building. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg (Zane May @PraxisPod), @ubssw. #MacroSW

2 hours ago
Adriana Barba @AdrianaBarba20  
Evening! I’m Adriana Barba. Fingers are ready to #tweet!  
#CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

Laura WS @LShucard  
My name is Laura and I am a MSW student at the University at Buffalo #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers  
I'm a BSW student at the University of North Texas! Currently serving as the BSW student representative for the @NASWTX Political Action and Candidate Election Committee. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303  
My last twitter chat of the semester!

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLFerri2  
Ready for this twitter chat! I’m a MSW student from University at Buffalo! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson  
Hey everyone! Popping on to see the conversation of this week’s chat. Always good to see new & familiar faces! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
@TheMattSchwartz Be better soon, Matt! #MacroSW  
https://t.co/iy9VkkUixr

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
Hi #macrosw! @nancy_kusmaul, @umbc assistant professor, and chat regular. Welcome students!
LiPinqng @LeLipingLizard @poliSW #MacroSW my name is Li and I am a MSW at University at Buffalo

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers RT @UBSSW: Excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat tonight on Building #Coalition with @poliSW
https://t.co/liuElRphO

Rachel L. West @poliSW If you haven’t, please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats.
https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry. #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @poliSW @Richard_G_Boyer Millersville University MSW. Enjoy participating in these chats #MacroSW

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo Hello! My name is Samantha Angulo and I am a MSW student at Cal State Dominguez Hills #CSUDHmsw501 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @poliSW: Reminder: included the hashtag #MacroSW in all your tweets and replies.

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners:
@karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I’m a founding chat partner. I’m also an advocacy and community outreach consultant. I’m currently in my 2nd term as one of @ac...

2 hours ago

Brianna Miller @BriannaUBSW
Hello I’m an MSW student at UB, excited for this chat! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: If you haven’t, please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://...

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Let’s start the chat. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Shout out to the other #MacroSW partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg (Zane May @PraxisPod), @ubssw. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here, #MacroSW founder and social worker in Boston! https://t.co/8ucMFDfFLX

2 hours ago
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey everyone! Popping on to see the conversation of this week’s chat. Always good to see new & familiar faces! #MacroS...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1 is coming up. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MichelleLFerri2: Ready for this twitter chat! I’m a MSW student from University at Buffalo! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
YASSSSSSSSS!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg (Zane May @PraxisPod), @ubssw. #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @poliSW: Welcome. Our topic tonight is Social Action: Coalition Building. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW @Richard_G_Boyer Millersville University MSW. Enjoy participating in these chats #MacroSW

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @poliSW: If you haven’t, please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://...
Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary  
Hey! Speaking from the University at Buffalo MSW program!  
#MacroSW

2 hours ago

DT Bruno @dplusbruno  
RT @poliSW: Let’s start the chat. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr  
RT @acosaorg: Join tonight’s 9pm EST #MacroSW discussion on coalition building with @poliSW https://t.co/fltrjSJhh

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
Please remember to number your answer to correspond with the question (A1, A2, ect) #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Anna Kerf @anna_kerf  
Hello, I’m a BSW student at the University of Iowa! #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
Let’s start off defining what a coalition is: A coalition is a temporary (but not always) alliance of groups that work together to achieve a common purpose. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @poliSW: Please remember to number your answer to correspond with the question (A1, A2, ect) #MacroSW

2 hours ago

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1 @BodackZachary Me too! #MacroSW

2 hours ago
Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Hello everyone. This is Vanessa Krnjaich MSW Intern with UB representing ITTIC tonight. Thank you @poliSW for hosting this ev...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Coalition Building https://t.co/Vg1xhVdAU8 #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q1: Why might a coalition be formed? #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
Hello, Rebecca Szymanski, MSW student at UB here (again) for tonight's twitter chat. I can no longer claim that I don't know what I'm doing because this is my second twitter chat 😂 #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
Hi! Kelsey here! I'm an MSW student at UB. Excited to join in on this chat. #MacroSW

👑Adrienne Garr👑@adriennecgarr
@poliSW 🙋I'm Adrienne an LMSW in NY and a 2017 @UBSSW alum #MacroSW. https://t.co/Uaky8zT85W

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Coalition Building https://t.co/Vg1xhVdAU8 #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Let's start off defining what a coalition is: A coalition is a temporary (but not always) alliance of groups that work together...
NinaN @NinaN35519745
@poliSW A1. A coalition may form in a response to an opportunity that provokes positive changes, boost resources, and maximizes efficiency in a community. #MacroSw

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1 @tayjaramillo2 @poliSW @UBSSW Good to see you here too! #macrossw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
It looks like it is going to be yet another very busy chat. #MacroSW

mswstudentean @mswstudentean
We learned about coalitions from Greer Hamilton in our Organizational Theories class #macrossw

Kemt @Kemt45669330 @poliSW 1A Coalitions may be formed anytime there is a common interests among people or groups that wish to join together to effect change or expand upon an existing resource #macrossw

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer @poliSW A1. To influence and change a social issue that negatively impacts a group(s) of people, so that a better quality of life can be achieved. #MacroSW

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda So far I spy @UBSSW @millersvilleu U of North Texas who else is joining tonight?? #MacroSW
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers
RT @poliSW: Let's start off defining what a coalition is: A coalition is a temporary (but not always) alliance of groups that work together...

Relando Thompkins-Jones @Relando_TJ
RT @CharlaYearwood: Diversify your feed & follow Black SWers. @StevaraClark @DrNJonesTSU @BlackMenInSW @ItsJBThree @hhsocialwork @WCoombsMS...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @NinaN35519745: @poliSW A1. A coalition may form in a response to an opportunity that provokes positive changes, boost resources, and ma...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@poliSW Wow - @UBSSW has a lot of representation tonight! And we have Millersville PA West Chester PA U Iowa U North Texas and Calif. State U Dominguez Hills! #MacroSW https://t.co/IngWeYNjak

ITTIC @UBittic
A1. Trauma Matters of Kansas City is a coalition created to provide leadership and education on trauma and trauma-informed practices through a cross sector partnership to improve the entire community. https://t.co/TbCnAR764V #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q1: Why might a coalition be formed? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Coalition Building https://t.co/Vg1xhVdAU8 #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: It looks like it is going to be yet another very busy chat. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
#MacroSW

2 hours ago

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleL Ferri2
A1. To address a problem on a bigger scale and to spread knowledge and awareness. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW 👀 I'm Adrienne an LMSW in NY and a 2017 @UBSSW alum #MacroSW. https://t.co/Uaky8zT85W

2 hours ago

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@poliSW A1. There are so many reasons. Coalitions are formed generally to help mitigate a persistent community problem like transportation or poverty #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A1. To influence and change a social issue that negatively impacts a group(s) of people, so that a better qual...

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A1. To influence and change a social issue that negatively impacts a group(s) of people, so that a better qual...

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @NinaN35519745: @poliSW A1. A coalition may form in a response to an opportunity that provokes positive changes, boost resources, and ma...

2 hours ago
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
1. There are myriad reasons why specific coalitions may be formed, many of which are themselves rooted in change, such as scholars publishing new information pertaining to certain burgeoning areas of research that impact the community-at-large, #MacroSW 1/5

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Please remember to number your answer to correspond with the question (A1, A2, etc) #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @Kemt45669330: @poliSW 1A Coalitions may be formed anytime there is a common interests among people or groups that wish to join toge...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Let's start off defining what a coalition is: A coalition is a temporary (but not always) alliance of groups that work together...

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
RT @Kemt45669330: @poliSW 1A Coalitions may be formed anytime there is a common interests among people or groups that wish to join toge...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A1. To influence and change a social issue that negatively impacts a group(s) of people, so that a better qual...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Coalition Building https://t.co/Vg1xhVdAU8 #MacroSW
Kay @KKoleeee 2 hours ago
A UB alum actually gave a presentation on Coalitions in my Theories of Organizational Behavior class. Super interesting! #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Q1: Why might a coalition be formed? #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
changing circumstances, laws, or accepted norms calling people to action, people gathering to thwart external entities’ efforts that threaten our communities, changes in available funding increasing possibilities and #MacroSW 2/5

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
avenues for collective action, and/or injustice rearing its head thus galvanizing individuals and entities to adopt unified platforms to preserve equality, equity, justice, and other such principles held dear. #MacroSW 3/5

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303 2 hours ago
A1 a coalition may be formed to create a new policy or to make macro level changes in the community. Like minded people work together to achieve a shared goal. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
Getting some great replies to Q1. Keep them coming. #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
The widespread reach coalitions have as well as their ability to accomplish goals that may not be within the purview of any one particular party makes them especially useful to respond to this change. Coalitions focus on influencing outcomes of a specific issue #MacroSW 4/5
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
A1: A coalition could be formed to address any issues that a community is facing. I think about college coalitions that could address issues that students are facing from legislative bodies, administration, and society/economy. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A1. There are so many reasons. Coalitions are formed generally to help mitigate a persistent community problem l...

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A1. Trauma Matters of Kansas City is a coalition created to provide leadership and education on trauma and trauma-informed pra...

2 hours ago

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
By utilizing a collaborative approach, as do many other entities, but are uniquely positioned as they are able to set a very broad range of goals in accordance with diversity of perspectives and experiences. #MacroSW 5/5

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A1. There are so many reasons. Coalitions are formed generally to help mitigate a persistent community problem l...

2 hours ago

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A1: A coalition may be formed because individuals are unsuccessful at taking action independently. Varying organizations may join together for strength and unity to reach common goals #MacroSW

2 hours ago
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
A1: A coalition might be formed to address a #macrosw issue that is too big for one group to address on their own.

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1 2 hours ago
I believe that when two agencies work together and form a coalition, then twice the work gets done. This could be beneficial on so many different levels. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
RT @UBittic: A1. Trauma Matters of Kansas City is a coalition created to provide leadership and education on trauma and trauma-informed pra...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa 2 hours ago
A1: Coalitions may be formed to address a need or a concern within a community or social system. #MacroSW

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman 2 hours ago
A1: coalitions are formed because groups of organisms, individuals, or some combination thereof, cannot accomplish certain objectives as a single party. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: By utilizing a collaborative approach, as do many other entities, but are uniquely positioned as they are able to set a v...

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW 2 hours ago
@poliSW A1: A coalition can be formed by multiple organizations working towards a common goal in order to avoid multiplying work. #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @DeanaJAYears: A1: A coalition could be formed to address any issues that a community is facing. I think about college coalitions that co...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: 1. There are myriad reasons why specific coalitions may be formed, many of which are themselves rooted in change, such as...

Stephen Cummings LISW ☕️🎙@spcummins 2 hours ago
RT @karenzgoda: So far I spy @UBSSW @millersvilleu U of North Texas who else is joining tonight?? #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: @poliSW Wow - @UBSSW has a lot of representation tonight! And we have Millersville PA West Chester PA U Iowa U North Texas and...

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144 2 hours ago
A.1 A coalition can be formed to advocate for the those who have no voice #macrosw

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavareI1 2 hours ago
A1. A coalition can be formed to pool together resources to give people who traditionally are not given power a chance to seriously affect their community in a positive way #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Amber Ried @amber_ried 2 hours ago
Hi all, looking forward to tonight’s twitter chat! #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: changing circumstances, laws, or accepted norms calling people to action, people gathering to thwart external entities' e...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: The widespread reach coalitions have as well as their ability to accomplish goals that may not be within the purview of a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: avenues for collective action, and/or injustice rearing its head thus galvanizing individuals and entities to adopt unifi...

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A1: To collaborate and cooperate in working on issues that affect or concern coalition members. #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
RT @DonaldRohrman: A1: coalitions are formed because groups of organisms, individuals, or some combination there of, cannot accomplish cert...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: The widespread reach coalitions have as well as their ability to accomplish goals that may not be within the purview of a...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: By utilizing a collaborative approach, as do many other entities, but are uniquely positioned as they are able to set a v...
bbradt @brooke72562781  
2 hours ago  
A1: A coalition is formed when there is a shared concern with a need for change among individuals/groups/agencies. #MacroSW

Matt Dugan @Dugan1125  
@poliSW A1. A coalition might be formed to address a local, state or national issue in order to improve situations for those affected #MacroSW #SWG590, @WCUGradSocWork, @WCUPhilly

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ  
2 hours ago  
A1: To bring people together to address an issue! Power in numbers! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
2 hours ago  
RT @BonnieLynn1303: A1 a coalition may be formed to create a new policy or to make macro level changes in the community. Like minded people...

mswstudenteant @mswstudenteant  
2 hours ago  
Coalitions may be built around any issue to achieve a common goal #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
2 hours ago  
RT @KKoleeee: A UB alum actually gave a presentation on Coalitions in my Theories of Organizational Behavior class. Super interesting! #mac...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
2 hours ago  
RT @BonnieLynn1303: A1 a coalition may be formed to create a new policy or to make macro level changes in the community. Like minded people...
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @DeanaJAyers: A coalition could be formed to address any issues that a community is facing. I think about college coalitions that co...

LiPinng @LeLipingLizard
@poliSW A1 To advocate for change #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DeanaJAyers: A coalition could be formed to address any issues that a community is facing. I think about college coalitions that co...

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo
A1: A coalition can be formed to address social issues in communities. Coalitions can bring experts from different fields together to tackle social issues and problem solve #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A coalition might be formed to address a #macrosw issue that is too big for one group to address on their own. https...

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary
A1: I feel a coalition forms in response to a societal problem that may be too big for any one person to handle. It can also be a response to many people who share similar passions #MacroSW
Helen @heltweet 2 hours ago
This describes all the best #teachers that I ever worked with. The golden years of #education when 'challenging students' meant #teaching them processes for #thinking, not rote learning and tricks for maximising #ATAR scores RT via @EBelluomi @helenbevan

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: I believe that when two agencies work together and form a coalition, then twice the work gets done. This could be bene...

mswstudentean @mswstudentean 2 hours ago
A1 Coalitions may be built around any issue to achieve a common goal #macrosw

Stephen Cummings LISW 🎙️ @spcummings 2 hours ago
I’m missing #MacroSW tonight! I’ll be reading the archives for the next podcast next week!! Be sure to listen for your shout-out! https://t.co/OBOIuMrLFB

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
@poliSW No sweat. #MacroSW https://t.co/jpCpAmpybj

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @sedayaaa: A1: Coalitions may be formed to address a need or a concern within a community or social system. #MacroSW

Melissa Keem @Melissa92098534 2 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: @poliSW Wow - @UBSSW has a lot of representation tonight! And we have Millersville PA West Chester PA U Iowa U North Texas and...
Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
A1: In order to identify an issue as a group and find solutions together #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AndrewCiavarel1: A1. A coalition can be formed to pool together resources to give people who traditionally are not given power a chance...

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1 @PSmitty2theResQ Completely agree! #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
A coalition may be formed as a way to help bridge communication and create positive change. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @spcummings: I’m missing #MacroSW tonight! I’ll be reading the archives for the next podcast next week!! Be sure to listen for your shou...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
RT @JesseMedina144: A.1 A coalition can be formed to advocate for the those who have no voice #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Dugan1125: @poliSW A1. A coalition might be formed to address a local, state or national issue in order to improve situations for those...
Adriana Barba @AdrianaBarba20
A1: A coalition may be formed when separate groups find common ground and join together to achieve the same goal. They may realize they're stronger together than on their own. #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: I’m missing #MacroSW tonight! I’ll be reading the archives for the next podcast next week!! Be sure to listen for your shou...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Dugan1125: @poliSW A1. A coalition might be formed to address a local, state or national issue in order to improve situations for those...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_sangulo: A1: A coalition can be formed to address social issues in communities. Coalitions can bring experts from different fields tog...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@Kemt45669330 @poliSW #CabbageHill #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BodackZachary: A1: I feel a coalitiongorms in response to a societal problem that may be to big for any one person to handle. It can al...

Amber Ried @amber_ried
@poliSW A1. Coalitions are formed by groups of parties who have a similar interest or goal. The purpose of forming a coalition is to combine resources among the different parties and become more powerful to achieve the shared goal. #MacroSW
1. A coalition could be formed for advocacy and social change in communities. #macrosw

RT @amberiated: Hi all, looking forward to tonight's twitter chat! #MacroSW

A coalition may be formed to create and influence positive change. #MacroSW

Q1. Coalitions are formed to address an issue that is affecting a community and hopefully create change. The issue may be too large for one organization to tackle. #macrosw

This twitter chat is actually very timely because we discussed this earlier this week in my interventions 2 class! @socialworksage #macrosw

RT @PSmitty2theResQ: This twitter chat is actually very timely because we discussed this earlier this week in my interventions 2 class! @so...

A coalition may be formed in response to advocate for the common goal of change together #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Q2: is coming up #MacroSW
Bridget @Bckhoss
@poliSW A1: A coalition might be formed in an effort to balance out power enabling a team oriented approach in conflicting situations #macrosw

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@LeLipingLizard @poliSW A1. Coalitions formed as a result of state funding help to drive social change forward on policy level for a variety of more positive scalable outcomes, at least that's the hope #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q2: Have you ever been part of a coalition? If so provide some details about the coalition and your experiences as part of it. #MacroSW

Rose Singh @RoseBSingh
This is great - thank you @ShimonDCohen #socialwork #socworked

Laura WS @LShucard
Coalitions are valuable for advocacy. They help increase the potential for success with a certain goal! #MacroSW

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW My experience with coalitions relates to a group of family members that have lost loved ones to overdose. They formed a coalition and have influenced legislation, assisted families trying to get someone into treatment, provide trainings, and community education.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@PSmitty2theResQ @socialworksage Fantastic. #macrosw
Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278
@poliSW A1. A coalition is formed to create broad and diverse support around an issue that is important to various stakeholders. Coalitions oppose or support #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @LeLipingLizard @poliSW A1. Coalitions formed as a result of state funding help to drive social change forward on policy...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q2: Have you ever been part of a coalition? If so provide some details about the coalition and your experiences as part of it....

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @adriennecgarr: @LeLipingLizard @poliSW A1. Coalitions formed as a result of state funding help to drive social change forward on policy...

Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
A2: No, I have never been a part of a coalition #macrosw

Kemt @Kemt45669330
@poliSW 2A Yes. Coalition to get a bike path near Sr citizen home approved. It was successful due to organized joint efforts between bike club & the seniors. Each brought different strengths. #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW My experience with coalitions relates to a group of family members that have lost loved ones to overdose. The...
Anna Kerf @anna_kerf
A1: coalitions are groups of people, sometimes from different organizations or professions, coming together to tackle an issue or to advocate for change. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 #MacroSW #OpiateCrisis

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A2. I am actively engaged as part of a coalition, as a (DVOP) Disabled Veterans Outreach Program Specialist, for veterans that have significant barriers to employment. Local organizations work collectively to address: vet homelessness, addiction/jail, mental health. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW My experience with coalitions relates to a group of family members that have lost loved ones to overdose. The...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2. I am fortunate enough to have participated in a coalition and have seen firsthand the potency of and value derived from individuals with unique experiences and diverse worldviews convening to effect meaningful change. My background is in criminal law #MacroSW 1/5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @poliSW 2A Yes. Coalition to get a bike path near Sr citizen home approved. It was successful due to organized joint e...
ITTIC @UBittic
A2. ITTIC serves as one of the administrative homes for TICI. TICI’s mission involves a collaborative effort of providers educating the community on trauma and trauma informed care. https://t.co/hDl5aG26EM #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special welcome to all our hardworking students and educators tonight! https://t.co/LutMIh9Ge9 #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW @poliSW A2: No I have not been a part of one, but would love to be! #MacroSW

Amber Ried @amber_ried @poliSW A2. Unfortunately not, but I would love to hear about some other people's experiences with them! #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW A2. and restorative justice is a particularly significant area of interest for me. Involvement in that field led me to join a coalition focused on forming and mobilizing prevention strategies specifically geared toward facilitating young people who are vulnerable to #MacroSW 2/5

Sherene @Sherene07494576 Q2. I have never been apart of a coalition. But if the opportunity present itself I would take it #macrosw

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @poliSW: Q2: Have you ever been part of a coalition? If so provide some details about the coalition and your experiences as part of it....
Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleL.Ferri2
A2: I have never been a part of a coalition. #macroSW
https://t.co/8q2WGxQkNB

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2 becoming justice system-involved finding the empowerment and community support to avoid the traumatic cycle involved therewith. I learned a great deal from the diverse array of participants, from judges and clerks and other court staff to attorneys to teachers to #MacroSW 3/5

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A2: I've never been part of a coalition but I look forward to hearing about others' experiences! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Excellent. #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2. law enforcement agencies to policy makers to faith-based entity leaders to former gang leaders and more. It was an invigorating experience and we spearheaded projects that are still in practice today, and those continued efforts hopefully will contribute to a #MacroSW 4/5

Deana Ayers @DeanaJ.Ayers
A2: I can't think of a coalition I've been part of, but I'm excited to change that in the next few months with some people on my campus. #MacroSW
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A2. reduction in juvenile justice involvement and better family outcomes overall. I no longer live in the area but still communicate digitally with the group. I especially love receiving email updates; it feels amazing to know our work is making tangible impact. #MacroSW 5/5

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A2: I have not been a member of a coalition! I hope that through my next internship I will be able to engage more actively with members of my community and the agencies that serve it. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MichelleLFerri2: A2: I have never been a part of a coalition. #macroSW https://t.co/8q2WGxQkNB

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2. ITTIC serves as the one of the administrative homes for TICI. TICI’s mission involves a collaborative effort of providers...

Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278 @poliSW A2. As part of my work in policy, I have participated in coalitions to end the HIV/AIDS epidemic, end the drug war and push for LGBT affirmative legislation #MacroSW

Matt Dugan @Dugan1125 @Kemt45669330 @poliSW That's an interesting example, I like it, I like that it recognized the strengths of all those involved #MacroSW #SWG590, @WCUGradSocWork, @WCUPhilly
Kay @KKoleeee
@poliSW No I have not but I would love to do so in the future #MacroSW

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
My current organization is part of a rapid re-housing for homeless coalition. All funding for each member of the coalition comes from HUD. However, there is remarkable cooperation among the coalition to end homelessness in the community despite sharing of funding. #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A2 I have never been involved in a coalition. But would like to some day. #macrosw

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
agencies advocate for their clients utilizing other agencies if necessary. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
So many coalitions in buffalo! One - @PPGBuffalo - has over 290 groups that annually vote to choose the top 10 issues to focus on for the next 12 months: https://t.co/hOg4Q3Kv5E Partnership for the Public Good -@UBSSW #MSW students have been interns #MacroSW

Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278
@JillLlo11535283 @poliSW same! its such important work! the overdose epidemic is decimating communities and families #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A2. I am actively engaged as part of a coalition, as a (DVOP) Disabled Veterans Outreach Program Specialist, f...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A2. ITTIC serves as the one of the administrative homes for TICI. TICI’s mission involves a collaborative effort of providers...

Sherene @Sherene07494576
A coalition might be formed to address a particular issue or particular issues faced my the community #macrosw

bbbradt @brooke72562781
A2: I was part of an agency group where a coalition was established with the local DSS office to address an increased number of kinship caregivers by creating a new program to support these families. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: A2. and restorative justice is a particularly significant area of interest for me. Involvement in that field led me to j...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A2 No, I haven’t been part of a coalition but I am sure as a future social worker I may have the opportunity to be apart of one. #MacroSw

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
@poliSW A2: I have not been a part of a coalition but I am interested in how they form to effect change #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
2 hours ago
RT @MichelleL Ferri2: A2: I have never been a part of a coalition. #macroSW https://t.co/8q2WGxQkNB

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo
2 hours ago
A2: I have not been part of a coalition. It is definitely on my to-do list after graduation though #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
2 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: So many coalitions in buffalo! One - @PPGBuffalo - has over 290 groups that annually vote to choose the top 10 issues to focus...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Excellent. #MacroSW https://t.co/8MK8WngjU0

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary
2 hours ago
A: I have not been part of a coalition but I am showing becoming integrated into the idea so hopefully I will be able to at some point #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
2 hours ago
RT @Brianr8278: @poliSW A2. As part of my work in policy, I have participated in coalitions to end the HIV/AIDS epidemic, end the drug war...

Laura WS @LShucard
2 hours ago
@poliSW I have been part of the local Democratic party in my area. I helped collect signatures for local candidates. I have also been to rallies that are coalitions to support human rights issues. #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DonaldRohrman: My current organization is part of a rapid re-housing for homeless coalition. All funding for each member of the coali...

RyphamMu @RyphamMu
@poliSW Q1. A coalition is formed to gather multiple perspectives on a given topic. #macroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: So many coalitions in buffalo! One - @PPGBuffalo - has over 290 groups that annually vote to choose the top 10 issues to focus...

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
Loving this chat! #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@PPGBuffalo A2 #MacroSW

Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278
A2. Coalitions are integral for community organizing, policy advocacy, electoral and issue campaigns. But they should always center the voices of the most impacted #MacroSW @poliSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @brooke72562781: A2: I was part of an agency group where a coalition was established with the local DSS office to address an increased...

Wendy Velasquez Rivera @W_Velasquez_R
Hello my name is Wendy Velasquez, so excited to be a part of this twitter chat #MacroSW #CSUDH501
Q2: unfortunately I have never been part of a coalition but I would love to become more involved in the community. #macrosw

Very happy to read that. #macrosw

A2. I've been fortunate to participate in a coalition focused on Healthy Moms and Babies. There's representation from WIC, infant mortality and the March of Dimes #MacroSW

I have been part of the local Democratic party in my area. I helped collect signatures for local candidates. I have a...

That is outstanding !!! #MacroSW

A2 I would like to decrease mental health stigma. Maybe education and raising awareness. I will have to look for existing coalitions. #macrosw

Q3: is coming up. #MacroSW

A2: I have not had the pleasure of being a part of a coalition, however, as a social worker the opportunity would be a great experience. Looking forward to reading some of the experiences of others during this chat! #macrosw
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A2. I've been fortunate to participate in a coalition focused on Healthy Moms and Babies. There's representation...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q3: What does it take to build a successful coalition? #MacroSW

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A3. To be successful, direct representation from within the affected group must be supported, synergized, and project influence. #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@poliSW A2. My experience has been wonderful and it's because everyone and every org represented wants better health outcomes for moms and babies. We didn't always agree on strategy either #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Community Tool Box, Starting a Coalition https://t.co/GDgedeRljn #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@sedayaaa Us too! We love these #MacroSW chats! https://t.co/ZDf7f33mv1

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@poliSW A3: People willing to listen to each other and to act/follow through on group goals. #macrosw
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A3. Diversity of perspectives and interests are a boon to building coalitions but also potentially can comprise a setback if the issue/topic that brought the coalition together is not clearly defined and agreed upon. While successful coalitions can involve members #MacroSW 1/7

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q3. It takes people who are passionate about the purpose of the coalition and are empowered to impact change #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @poliSW: Community Tool Box, Starting a Coalition https://t.co/GDgedeRlijn #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
3. holding diverse views about which problem-solving approaches may be “best,” shared ownership of the collective goals among multidisciplinary parties is integral to coalition success. I also think it is important not to just from coalitions for the sake of doing #MacroSW 2/7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A2. I've been fortunate to participate in a coalition focused on Healthy Moms and Babies. There's representation...

Laura WS @LShucard
@poliSW simiar goals, organization, a good plan! #MacroSW

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@poliSW A3. FUNDING. And a clear, but flexible strategic plan to implement the intervention. An accurate community assessment and asset map dosen't hurt either #MacroSW
Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
A3: A clear vision to approach goals in a systematic way and feedback from those of which the coalition is trying to support 
#macrosw

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
3 so; that is, for a coalition to be successful, it must increase the community’s ability to respond to and address the issue at hand effectively. In that vein, the successful coalition has deep links to and ties within the community. Those relationships help inform
#MacroSW 3/7

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @UBSSW @poliSW @PPGBuffalo That is outstanding !!! #MacroSW

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A3: Consensus and agreement! Thw coalition needs to serve the ends and needs of its constituent members. This helps it to remain true to its primary reason for being. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q3: What does it take to build a successful coalition?
#MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A3. A successful coalition requires a collaboration of individuals from a variety of backgrounds who are interested in creating change within their community. https://t.co/weV9zP9Pwm
#MacroSW

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/?hashtag=MacroSW&fdate=4%2F11%2F2019&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2...
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A3. pragmatic and appropriate solutions to problems and have the power to increase engagement. Additionally, I think it is important to choose to engage in impactful activities that are realistic and achievable yet are also novel and contribute something unique, #MacroSW 4/7

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@poliSW A3. A successful coalition consists of organizations working jointly on a specific issue by drawing on their assets but also being open minded and accepting of others assets and views. They engaged in shared planning and speak with a united voice. #MacroSw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A3. To be successful, direct representation from within the affected group must be supported, synergized, and...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
3 otherwise the coalition’s efforts become less compelling. I think one of the greatest challenges to building coalitions is projecting and subsequently securing the appropriate resources. As many of these points indicate, it also seems useful to me that coalition #MacroSW 5/7

Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278
@poliSW A3. Base-building, leadership development and organized communication are important for the success of a coalition. @poliSW #MacroSW

tayjaramillo @tayjaramillo2
#MacroSW
Kemt @Kemt45669330
@poliSW 3A Honesty and open communication, ability to raise awareness & garner support. If directions change need to be willing to change or shift the coalition #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3) Find partners who are similar (some overlap in mission, same or similar population, ect.) #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A3: 1) a cause 2) people 3) stakeholders? ....and definitely funding #macrosw

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A3. members are wiling to undergo continued reflection and implement evaluation measures such that objectives can be adjusted as necessary given the fact that many elements that impact a coalition are likely to change over time—sometimes for the better in terms of #MacroSW 6/7

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
A3, To be successful, I believe that both agencies need to have a clear understanding of what they want to achieve. They really need to be on the same page. There needs to be goals, strategies, as well as ambition from both sides. #macrosw

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
RT @BonnieLynn1303: A2 I would like to decrease mental health stigma. Maybe education and raising awareness. I will have to look for exist...
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW  
A3. objective attainment, other times for the worse. Practical planning is paramount, but ongoing appraisal as well as flexibility in order to continue to be able to respond effectively to the issue are also of great importance to maintain successful coalitions. #MacroSW 7/7

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers  
A3: The first step to building a successful coalition is a common problem and a common vision for what things look like when that problem is solved. You also need people/orgs willing to listen, compromise, reach out, share credit, and dedicate themselves to the work. #MacroSW

cecile crowley @cecilecrowley8  
Q3: Some key components could be leadership, community engagement, meeting the community where they’re at, and the same set of goals. #macrosw

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19  
A3: It takes a leader to begin the development process of the coalition’s principles. Then individuals and/or organizations must sign on to work together towards change. The foundation of the coalition may be the most important part #MacroSW

reneehen @reneehen1  
@poliSW A3: having a shared mission, building relationships, gaining public interest. #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki  
A2: I haven't been apart of a coalition however, I will be volunteering over the summer and interning next year with coalitions against human trafficking. I found these to be extremely beneficial in connecting people in all areas to create awareness and prevention. #MacroSW
donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
I think a working caralition has to share the same positive traits of any successful group: knowing individual roles, sharing a common objective, cohesiveness, implementation, etc. #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW
@poliSW A3: To build a successful coalition you need quality collaboration between organizations. Everyone needs to be on the same page and willing to concede personal desires for the benefit of the coalition. #MacroSW

Kay @KKoleeee
@poliSW Q3. A clear plan, shared goals, and effective communication! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3) Build on existing relationships #MacroSW

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A3: I would also think that a successful coalition has some kind of rapport-building skills to build its reputation in the community or cause. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@adriennecgarr @poliSW Someone I heard speak today @UBuffalo, Luana DeJesus, said, "Coalitions do not have to be in strong agreement." = Truth. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Community Tool Box, Starting a Coalition https://t.co/GDgedeRljn #MacroSW
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
RT @poliSW: Community Tool Box, Starting a Coalition
https://t.co/GDgedeRljn #MacroSW

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
Q3 Ensure that members have similar goals. Working together should help everyone to reach their goals. The benefits of working together outweighs the costs. #macrosw

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@poliSW A2: Unfortunately, I have not been able to be apart of a coalition. I look forward to reading other peoples experiences. #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLferri2
A3: shared values, beliefs, common goals, funding, etc. Teamwork at its finest. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @poliSW A3: People willing to listen to each other and to act/follow through on group goals. #macrosw

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@poliSW A3: first an alliance is necessary. Then communication and a open minded approach. Lastly the means to service. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3) Allow members to maintain their individual identities #MacroSW

bbradt @brooke72562781
A3: #MacroSW https://t.co/xfHsL3Bydy
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LShucard: @poliSW simiar goals, organization, a good plan! #MacroSW

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A.3 There needs to be a common goal between those creating the coalition #macrosw

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary
A3: I honestly believe the biggest thing you need is communication, passion, and collaboration with everyone in the coalition. It takes a lot of different perspectives to make a coalition work, but it takes a solid vision for it to work #MacroSW

donald rohrman @DonaldRohrman
A3: I think a working coalition has to share the same positive traits that make any group successful.

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3) adopt a transparent decision-making process #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@poliSW #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
This!! And pay staff! #MacroSW

Rayvon @Rayvon_BD
@poliSW #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @cdt133: A3: Consensus and agreement! Thw coalition needs to serve the ends and needs of its constituent members. This helps it to remai...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
A3) Organization and communication. Think about practical tools that can be used such a tech. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Brianr8278: @poliSW A3. Base-building, leadership developement and organized communication are important for the success of a coalition...

Sherene @Sherene07494576
Q3. A2. Funding also plays an important role to the success of a coalition #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@UBSSW That's exactly right!! #MacroSW https://t.co/GtonqTEwgV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3) Find partners who are similar (some overlap in mission, same or similar population, ect.) #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Kemt45669330: @poliSW 3A Honesty and open communication, ability to raise awareness & garner support. If directions change need to be w...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @JesseMedina144: A.3 There needs to be a common goal between those creating the coalition #macrosw
Amber Ried @amber_ried
@poliSW A3. Resources, commitment, organization, incentives, collaboration, and clear and consistent communication among all parties are all crucial for successful coalition building. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

LiPinng @LeLipingLizard
@poliSW A3. Public support, like-minded people, and a concrete plan #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: @adriennecgarr @poliSW Someone I heard speak today @UBuffalo, Luana DeJesus, said, "Coalitions do not have to be in strong agre..."

2 hours ago

mswstudenteanean @mswstudenteanean
A3 an established common goal, stakeholders, passion! #macrosw

2 hours ago

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary
RT @LeLipingLizard: @poliSW A3. Public support, like-minded people, and a concrete plan #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary
RT @mswstudenteanean: A3 an established common goal, stakeholders, passion! #macrosw

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: A3) Organization and communication. Think about practical tools that can be used such a tech. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

bbradt @brooke72562781
A3: In order to build a successful coalition there needs to be an environment that promotes collaboration through open dialogue. #MacroSW

2 hours ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @jf279BuffaloMSW: @poliSW A3: To build a successful coalition you need quality collaboration between organizations. Everyone needs to be...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3) Build on existing relationships #MacroSW

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283
#MacroSW A3. A strong grasp of community need, collaboration with stakeholders that have similar interests, connection to funding sources and organization within the coalition to stay focused while adapting to the changing community climate.

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @mswstudentean: A3 an established common goal, stakeholders, passion! #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@poliSW A3. Utilizing things like @Dropbox, @zoom_us, @GroupMe and @SlackHQ can go a long way in organizing and coalition building #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3) Allow members to maintain their individual identities #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @brooke72562781: A3: #MacroSW https://t.co/xfHsL3Bydy

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3) adopt a transparent decision-making process #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A3. Utilizing things like @Dropbox, @zoom_us, @GroupMe and @SlackHQ can go a long way in organizing and coalit...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: A3) Organization and communication. Think about practical tools that can be used such a tech. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A3. A successful coalition requires a collaboration of individuals from a variety of backgrounds who are interested in creatin...

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@brooke72562781 A3. I also think understanding that there won’t always be immediate agreement and that disagreement can yield the best solutions/strategies #MacroSW

Angelica Cohen @ACohen_876
A3. a successful coalition needs people who are eager to advocate for change, active listeners to hear all sides, and collaborators who are determined to act and follow through efficiently to achieve the overall goals of the coalition #MacroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
A3: To build a successful coalition there needs to be people on board who understand and want the same things. There should be positive group dynamics shared within and opinions should be valued. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: is coming up. #MacroSW
Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A3. To build a successful coalition team work is required, everyone must be on the same page in order for the coalition to work. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@poliSW Social Media can help - FB page, twitter handle for the group, instagram for all those protests and legislative hearings we attend! #MacroSW #socialmedia

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @UBSSW That's exactly right!! #MacroSW https://t.co/GtonqTEwgV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @amber_ried: @poliSW A3. Resources, commitment, organization, incentives, collaboration, and clear and consistent communication among al...

Bridget @Bckhoss
@poliSW A3: Compatible interests and goals and the willingness to work as a team #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Q4: What tools can be used for building and growing the coalition? #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A4. Technology provides new ways to pursue collective action by significantly increasing the networking capacity of the group in terms of both generating initial interest as well as facilitating continued involvement in lieu of being able to attend all meetings or #MacroSW 1/5
Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW A4. Resource/Community assessments - Strategic Plan - Culture Development & Servant Leadership - Capacity Building/ Network Collaboration. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Q4: What tools can be used for building and growing the coalition? #MacroSW

Jaclyn P @JaclynP19
A4: Networking. Personally check in with organizations within the community to determine their views on your coalition's principles and goals. Remaining open and inclusive to all will allow for growth #MacroSW

NinaN @NinaN35519745
@poliSW A4. Engaging, creating, and collaborating! #MacroSw

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
4 events following up on potential new leads, gathering additional compelling information to bolster the understanding of the issue and generate solutions thereto, accessing resources that may otherwise be inaccessible, and more. I also think we should be actively #MacroSW 2/5

Lena Crocker @LenaCrocker1
@poliSW A successful coalition starts with informing individuals about the cause that needs support. Great communication is key in order to be able to form an alliance and create group goals. The steps to achieve these goals has to be agreed upon as a whole #MacroSW
ITTIC @UBittic
A4. NCTIC provides organizations with a foundation of trauma-informed change strategies, to promote safety, health and well-being of staff and individuals they serve. https://t.co/ZglUHdsrn0 #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
4 seeking out stakeholders and illuminate them as having a voice. Speaking with those who are deeply affected by the issues at hand can broaden and inform all parties' perspectives. It sounds obvious, but collaboration is key. I further think that authenticity and #MacroSW 3/5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#SWtech for good! (a Grand Challenge for Social Work) #MacroSW #Up4theChallenge

Brian Romero, LMSW @Brianr8278
@poliSW power maps! super helpful to advancing a campaign/issue @poliSW #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A4. creativity incredibly important to retaining engagement over time and assuring continued commitment to solving the issue at hand, as change is not always immediately visible. We ought to celebrate the small victories often in order to remind ourselves #MacroSW 4/5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @brooke72562781 A3. I also think understanding that there won't always be immediate agreement and that disagreement can...
Sarah Connelly @saraheconnelly
@poliSW A3: For me at least, passion for social change and justice is a huge; in addition to communication, organization & common goals. #macrosw

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
A.4 social media is a good way to expand and communicate within a coalition #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
@poliSW A4. Genuine relationship building is one tool. Being sincere when interacting with community members, stakeholders and other orgs can go a long way in making the burden of the work lighter #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
A4. that we are doing meaningful work, reinvigorate ourselves toward attaining our goals, recruit additional members to increase our potency and change-making capacity, and recognize that TOGETHER we have the power to make an incredible difference. #MacroSW 5/5

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ACohen_876: A3. a successful coalition needs people who are eager to advocate for change, active listeners to hear all sides, and colla...

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
There are so many different ways technology can help and assist. Networks, email, apps, etc. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Q4: What tools can be used for building and growing the coalition? #MacroSW
Samantha Angulo @sangulo
A3: Representation! Especially of groups that are marginalized
#CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
Absolutely #MacroSW

mswstudenteana @mswstudenteana
A4 social media can be a valuable tool for forming coalitions and getting the word out #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#SWtech #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Richard_G_Boyer: @poliSW A4. Resource/Community assessments - Strategic Plan - Culture Development & Servant Leadership - Capacity Buil...

Kay @KKoleeee
@poliSW Technology, using existing relationships and connections, social media, etc. #macrosw

Bonnie Carroll @BonnieLynn1303
A4 Technology, new perspectives (from the varying members), creating a voice for an issue. #macrosw

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@poliSW A3: In order to build a coalition, I think it will take a clear plan, a group of members, and most definitely funding. #Macrosw
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
I wonder what the participants at #SWDE2019 have to say about these #swtech ideas! #macrosw

bbradt @brooke72562781 2 hours ago
A4: Clearly define your purpose/ the goal, and include diverse participants with diverse perspectives. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @UBSSW: #SWtech #MacroSW https://t.co/K11B8EYu8t

Global SW DE @Global_SW_DE 2 hours ago
Another great #socialwork podcast #GlobalSWDE #SocWorkEd

Laura WS @LShucard 2 hours ago
@poliSW A4: It is important to know other people with similar goals...people in the community with shared interests #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
A4: Building a data base. If members are spread out how will you communicate and work together on a regular? #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: There are so many different ways technology can help and assist. Networks, email, apps, etc. #macrosw

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr 2 hours ago
@Brianr8278 @poliSW Power maps can be a helpful visual tool for where to apply pressure in order to get the desired result #MacroSW
Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @saraheconnelly: @poliSW A3: For me at least, passion for social change and justice is a huge; in addition to communication, organization...

Lena Crocker @LenaCrocker1
@poliSW A coalition may be formed in order to create a change that government or other larger groups may be overlooking. A group of people with similar goals may find that with the right resources they can make an impact in society #MacroSW

Jacob Friedman @jf279BuffaloMSW
@poliSW Q4: Needs assessments can be a useful tool for coalitions. Getting a full picture of the population you are working to assist is crucial in implementing effective interventions. #MacroSW

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
RT @Brianr8278: @poliSW power maps! super helpful to advancing a campaign/issue @poliSW #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Use of a virtual office space like Slack. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @brooke72562781: A4: Clearly define your purpose/ the goal, and include diverse participants with diverse perspectives. #MacroSW

Sarah Connelly @saraheconnelly
@poliSW I have briefly. For me it was refreshing to be surrounded by like-minded people who were passionate about similar things. I came out of meetings refreshed and inspired. #MacroSW
Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
A1. A coalition is formed to create some sort of change. Great coalitions impact communities and dismantle oppressive organizations. #macrosw

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A3. Listening and understanding other members point of view. #MacroSW

Brianna Miller @BriannaUBSW
@poliSW A1. A coalition might be formed by multiple groups or organizations who have a common interest or problem that needs to be solved #MacroSW

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo
A4: Building rapport with community leaders #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Rebecca Szymanski @PSmitty2theResQ
A4: I think the people involved in the coalition are the coalition's greatest resource. They are the vehicle for driving the message! #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A4. NCTIC provides organizations with a foundation of trauma-informed change strategies, to promote safety, health and well-be...

Amber Ried @amber_ried
@poliSW A4. Networking and the use of technology (especially social media) can be super helpful when it comes to getting the word out to other parties in the community who may be interested in joining! #MacroSW
Rachel L. West @poliSW
Gantt chart, is a project management tool that I've covered in past chats. #MacroSW

Kelsey @KelseyCreteki
Q4: Technology and social media can be very useful. Community assessment tools and outreach programs help create a basis of where changes could be made. Networking is greatly important in coalitions. #MacroSW

Michelle L. Ferrini @MichelleLferri2
A4: The use of technology goes a long way. Being innovative and creative is key. #MacroSW

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A4 To build and grow the coalition members must all have a common goal, feel confident on their abilities to achieve this goal, and have good communication skills. #MacroSW

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448
Q2. I am actively engaged in a coalition to provide person centered, all-inclusive, services to substance abusers at a primary care practice. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JaclynP19: A4: Networking. Personally check in with organizations within the community to determine their views on your coalition’s pri...

Christopher Thomas @cdt133
A4: Strong communication across multiple media. Comprehensive assessment of constituents' needs. #macrosw
Lena Crocker @LenaCrocker1
RT @saraheconnelly: @poliSW I have briefly. For me it was refreshing to be surrounded by like-minded people who were passionate about simil...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @UBittic: A4. NCTIC provides organizations with a foundation of trauma-informed change strategies, to promote safety, health and well-be...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Brian8278: @poliSW power maps! super helpful to advancing a campaign/issue @poliSW #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JesseMedina144: A.4 social media is a good way to expand and communicate within a coalition macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @adriennecgarr: @poliSW A4. Genuine relationship building is one tool. Being sincere when interacting with community members, stakeholde...

Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
#macrosw A4: Community involvement, accountability, and engagement

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: A4. creativity incredibly important to retaining engagement over time and assuring continued commitment to solving the is...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_sangulo: A4: Building rapport with community leaders
#CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: A4. that we are doing meaningful work, reinvigorate ourselves toward attaining our goals, recruit additional members to i...

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @_sangulo: A3: Representation! Especially of groups that are marginalized #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @sedayaaa: A3. Listening and understanding other members point of view. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Alice McGuin @amcguin
RT @CharlaYearwood: Diversify your feed & follow Black SWers. @StevaraClark @DrNJonesTSU @BlackMenInSW @ItsJBThree @hhsocialwork @WCoombsMS...

2 hours ago

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
@poliSW A4: Social media is a great way to spread the word and helping build and grow the coalition. Networking and being able to engage is also important. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Use of a virtual office space like Slack. #MacroSW

2 hours ago
Deana Ayers @DeanaJAYers  
A4: Social media is a great tool for growing a coalition; it makes getting involved a lot more accessible. For building and maintaining a coalition, it is important to have a reliable, inexpensive, and user friendly project management program to keep track of everything. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @KKoleee: @poliSW Technology, using existing relationships and connections, social media, etc. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: I wonder what the participants at SWDE2019 have to say about these #swtech ideas! #macrosw https://t.co/EucZl8K7r

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @EchoMSWStudent: #macrosw A4: Community involvement, accountability, and engagement

Zachary Bodack @BodackZachary  
A 4: I think the biggest tool is a stable base of people who were willing to fight for your goal. Capital from stable sources as well. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @poliSW: A4: Building a data base. If members are spread out how will you communicate and work together on a regular? #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @kylie44164448: Q2. I am actively engaged in a coalition to provide person centered, all-inclusive, services to substance abusers at a p...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @sedayaaa: A4 To build and grow the coalition members must all have a common goal, feel confident on their abilities to achieve this goa...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Use of a virtual office space like Slack. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @DeanaJAYers: A4: Social media is a great tool for growing a coalition; it makes getting involved a lot more accessible. For building an...

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @EchoMSWStudent: #macrosw A4: Community involvement, accountability, and engagement

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @_sangulo: A4: Building rapport with community leaders #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Sarah Connelly @saraheconnelly 2 hours ago
RT @LenaCrocker1: @poliSW A successful coalition starts with informing individuals about the cause that needs support. Great communication...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @poliSW: Gantt chart, is a project management tool that I've covered in past chats. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @KelseyCreteki: Q4: Technology and social media can be very useful. Community assessment tools and outreach programs help create a basis...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
Would you consider online communities like #macrosw to be coalitions? We come together to solve social problems and advance our issues.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda 2 hours ago
#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 2 hours ago
RT @DeanaJAyers: A4: Social media is a great tool for growing a coalition; it makes getting involved a lot more accessible. For building an...

Jill Lloyd @JillLlo11535283 2 hours ago
#MacroSW A4 Consultants can be utilized to jump start efforts in creating and sustaining a coalition. Locally, an Air National Guard department assisted a group to organize and become a functioning coalition. It is still early but it will be interesting to see how it works out.

Kylie Bradley-Moreschi @kylie44164448 2 hours ago
A4. Communication, collaboration, and community involvement. I believe that those involved in coalition should be fully aware and accepting of their responsibilities. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
@nancy_kusmaul that's a good question. #macrosw @karenzgoda

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 2 hours ago
RT @karenzgoda: ❌❌❌ #MacroSW https://t.co/Rd9D0fiW86

Rachel L. West @poliSW 2 hours ago
The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great question. What do others think? #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Dana DeHart @DrDanaDeHart
RT @UBittic: A4. NCTIC provides organizations with a foundation of trauma-informed change strategies, to promote safety, health and well-be...

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JillLlo11535283: #MacroSW A4 Consultants can be utilized to jump start efforts in creating and sustaining a coalition. Locally, an Air...

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @kylie44164448: A4. Communication, collaboration, and community involvement. I believe that those involved in coalition should be fully...

2 hours ago

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW

2 hours ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Great question. What do others think? #MacroSW https://t.co/U1p3GAQRsQ

2 hours ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Yes - the chats constitute a virtual #coalition to advance #MacroSW - common goal, diverse members, dedication to the cause. Use of #technology #Socialmedia #collaboration

2 hours ago

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
A4. Connecting with people through social media. #macroSW

2 hours ago
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Reminder: if you can please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry. Every little bit helps us to keep the chats going and to work on other projects. #MacroSW

Jesse E. Medina @JesseMedina144
I enjoy this week’s macro Twitter chat, thank you! #macroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Yes - the chats constitute a virtual #coalition to advance #MacroSW - common goal, diverse members, dedication to the cause. Use...

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Adrienne Garr👑@adriennecgarr
RT @karenzgoda: 🤝✍️ #MacroSW https://t.co/Rd9D0fiW86

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @UBSSW: Yes - the chats constitute a virtual #coalition to advance #MacroSW - common goal, diverse members, dedication to the cause. Use...

Laura WS @LShucard
@poliSW Nice hearing everyone’s thoughts! Have a good night everyone! #MacroSW
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Yes - the chats constitute a virtual #coalition to advance #MacroSW - common goal, diverse members, dedication to the cause. Use...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Concept of don’t reinvent the wheel: here’s a podcast on Predicting Coalition Success and Failure: A 25-Year History of Leader Experience (Dr. Jessica Greenawalt)
https://t.co/AaQkupeJDg @SWpodcast #MacroSW
https://t.co/ljYLFatzf8

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Reminder: if you can please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry. Every little bit helps us to keep t...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JesseMedina144: I enjoy this week’s macro Twitter chat, thank you! #macroSW #CSUDHmsw501

Brianna Miller @BriannaUBSW
@poliSW A2. I have not been involved in a formal coalition but my internship uses community organizing to spread awareness about teen dating violence and healthy relationships. We partner with schools to spread awareness and education! #MacroSW

Adrienne Garr @adriennecgarr
@nancy_kusmaul I would. 😊 We have some amazing discussions and I walk away with new ideas all the time #MacroSW
Heather @HVSaysStuff
@poliSW A1: To avoid overlap of services to that low funds are used efficiently/wisely. To identify gaps in services and address them. To network and learn from each other. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Concept of don't reinvent the wheel: here's a podcast on Predicting Coalition Success and Failure: A 25-Year History of Leader E...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Concept of don't reinvent the wheel: here's a podcast on Predicting Coalition Success and Failure: A 25-Year History of Leader E...

Richard Boyer @Richard_G_Boyer
@poliSW We as current and future social workers, need to self assess and engage self care, so that we are firing on all pistons to influence change and be the voice for others. #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
Great chat tonight! Thank you everyone for sharing and again to @poliSW for hosting! I look forward to future chats! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @adriennecgarr: @nancy_kusmaul I would. 😊 We have some amazing discussions and I walk away with new ideas all the time #MacroSW

bbradt @brooke72562781
#MacroSW https://t.co/HeGncyiBMi
Rachel L. West @poliSW
RT @UBSSW: Concept of don't reinvent the wheel: here's a podcast on Predicting Coalition Success and Failure: A 25-Year History of Leader E...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements for upcoming chats there as well. #MacroSW

Laura WS @LShucard
RT @poliSW: Reminder: if you can please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/GzRhFXy1Ry. Every little bit helps us to keep t...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Great chat tonight! Thank you everyone for sharing and again to @poliSW for hosting! I look forward to future chats! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @brooke72562781: #MacroSW https://t.co/HeGncyiBMi

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@poliSW A2: I did an undergrad internship with a community agency that was part of a United Way cohort. It was neat to see everyone working together and towards a shared goal. Pooled resources went further. #Macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW
I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW
Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
#macrosw Social media is a powerful platform to gain members to work towards a common goal or bring awareness to social issues

Rachel L. West @poliSW
As well as the Chat Contributors: I also want to thank our chat contributors Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore, @acosaorg, @ubssw. #MacroSW

Karen🌹Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: I want to thank my fellow chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaugther @VilissaThompson @spcummings #MacroSW

Andrew Ciavarella @AndrewCiavarel1
Thank you for another great chat! #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
Although I came late to the chat, I was super excited and didn't want to miss this discussion. #MacroSW https://t.co/GZ4PgmS4oi

Whitney @WhitneyUBSSW
This was my first #macrosw chat and I am so invigorated after a discussion about the topic at hand!! So awesome to hear so many perspectives--you've all given me a great deal to think about! Looking forward to more chats. Thank you so much!!

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Our next chat will be 4/18 with chat contributor @AlyssaLotmore. Topic: Agency Culture: Establishing Balanced Boundaries #MacroSW

JoAnn Rosales-Bailey @JoAnnRosalesBa1
#macrosw https://t.co/n0LfYK5pmG
Brianna Miller @BriannaUBSW
@poliSW A4. I think communication and networking is key when building and growing a coalition. If people involved are not on the same page it can be hard to understand the goals and how to reach them. Also, having the right people working on the task at hand #MacroSW

Samantha Angulo @_sangulo
Thank you @poliSW for moderating this great chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
That hour went by FAST. #MacroSW

Kay @KKoleeee
@poliSW Thank you so much for letting me participate. I cannot wait to do so again in the near future #macrosw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements fo...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
@WhitneyUBSSW Fantastic #MacroSW

Heather @HVSaysStuff
@poliSW A3: The United Way coalition worked well because the agencies all received some funding from UW but they wouldn't if they didn't participate and get along. That was a strong incentive! #macrosw
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @AndrewCiavarel1: Thank you for another great chat! #macrosw #CSUDHmsw501

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jmasaed1: Although I came late to the chat, I was super excited and didn’t want to miss this discussion. #MacroSW https://t.co/GZ4PgmS4...

Rachel L. West @poliSW
Good night. Thank you for joining the chat and I hope to see you next time. #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
♥ ♥ ♥ #MacroSW

Deana Ayers @DeanaJAyers
I loved this #MacroSW chat about coalitions. I feel like I don't learn enough about this in the classroom or in the community. Also if you know of any student organizers building coalitions on your campus please send them my way! Thank you @poliSW for hosting!!

Dayaa. @sedayaaa
It was nice hearing everyone’s thoughts on this topic! #macrosw

Elizabeth Cho @EchoMSWStudent
#macrosw Thank you for the wonderful conversation #CSUDHmsw501

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: as always the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/uPQKtNDb7O. You will also find announcements fo...
Heather @HV Says Stuff
@amber_ried @poliSW Yes! Social media can help us all feel more connected to each other and to the issues we feel passionate about and is easy to fit into your day. #Macrosw

Jmasaed @Jmasaed1
2nd time being able to join a #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/bbuiZlOMZA

Adriana Barba @AdrianaBarba20
Thank you for hosting @poliSW! Super informative chat. Let's coalesce social workers. Together we can create real change! #CSUDHMSW501 #MacroSW

Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Our next chat will be 4/18 with chat contributor @AlyssaLotmore. Topic: Agency Culture: Establishing Balanced Boundaries #Macro...

Karen 💐 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoAnnRosalesBa1: #macrosw https://t.co/n0LfYK5pmG

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @_sangulo: Thank you @poliSW for moderating this great chat! #CSUDHmsw501 #macrosw

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @KKoleeee: @poliSW Thank you so much for letting me participate. I cannot wait to do so again in the near future #macrosw

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @poliSW: Good night. Thank you for joining the chat and I hope to see you next time. #MacroSW

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/MacroSW/transcript/?hashtag=MacroSW&fdate=4%2F11%2F2019&shour=17&smin=45&tdate=4%2...
Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @DeanaJAYers: I loved this #MacroSW chat about coalitions. I feel like I don't learn enough about this in the classroom or in the commun...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @EchoMSWStudent: #macrosw Thank you for the wonderful conversation #CSUDHmsw501

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @sedayaaa: It was nice hearing everyone’s thoughts on this topic! #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda  
RT @Jmasaed1: 2nd time being able to join a #MacroSW chat. https://t.co/bbuiZIOMZA

Heather @HV SaysStuff  
@poliSW I think this is also important when working within an agency too. We each bring something unique to the table. We talk about celebrating our clients or community's differences, but we should celebrate ours as SW too! #macrosw

Rachel L. West @poliSW  
So happy to read this. Best of luck with your coalition building. Feel free to hit me up for any assistance, resources, etc. I'm sure there are others on here who have valuable knowledge and experience to share. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @Jmasaed1: Although I came late to the chat, I was super excited and didn't want to miss this discussion. #MacroSW https://t.co/GZ4PgmS4...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @WhitneyUBSSW: This was my first #macrosw chat and I am so invigorated after a discussion about the topic at hand!! So awesome to hear...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Our next chat will be 4/18 with chat contributor @AlyssaLotmore. Topic: Agency Culture: Establishing Balanced Boundaries #Macro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @poliSW: Good night. Thank you for joining the chat and I hope to see you next time. #MacroSW

Wendy Velasquez Rivera @W_Velasquez_R
Thank you for tonight's chat @poliSW! #CSUDHMSW501 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good night to all, and thanks to Rachel West @poliSW - and especially to all the students - including the 15 or so @UBSSW participants!! #MacroSW https://t.co/NR33KyCywt

Janet West @Jawst4
RT @poliSW: Q3: What does it take to build a successful coalition? #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Tomorrow morning, we'll be tweeting about a panel @UBuffalo titled "Radical Coalitions and New Models of Politics: Lesson from Intersectional Movements" - will incl. #MacroSW in the tweets so we get other (non- socialwork) perspectives. https://t.co/AYwrNDKDvj #coalition
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @DeanaJAyers: I loved this #MacroSW chat about coalitions. I feel like I don't learn enough about this in the classroom or in the commun...

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Cool! #MacroSW

an hour ago

Tracy McLafferty, MEd, MSW @TraciMcLafferty
RT @CharlaYearwood: Diversify your feed & follow Black SWers. @StevaraClark @DrNJonesTSU @BlackMenInSW @ItsJBThree @hhsocialwork @WCoombsMS...

an hour ago

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
RT @UBSSW: Tomorrow morning, we'll be tweeting about a panel @UBuffalo titled "Radical Coalitions and New Models of Politics: Lesson from I...

an hour ago

👑 Adrienne Garr👑 @adriennecgarr
Awesome as always @poliSW!! Thank you #MacroSW

an hour ago

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Here is a podcast on a state-wide effort and coalition: Trauma Informed Oregon: A Statewide Initiative to Change How Trauma and Adverse Childhood Experiences Are Perceived and Addressed (w/ Dr. Mandy Davis) (has some process/tools discussed) #MacroSW #TIC #Trauma #ACEs

an hour ago

ContemporaryWife 🇺🇬 @BwahaDenise
RT @DeanaJAyers: A4: Social media is a great tool for growing a coalition; it makes getting involved a lot more accessible. For building an...

an hour ago
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